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ABSTRACT
RECONNECTING MILL COMMUNITIES:
AN ARCHITECTURAL INTERVENTION IN FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS
SEPTEMBER 2014
RONALD R. BUJOLD, II
B.S., NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
M.ARCH, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS – AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Kathleen Lugosch

For nearly a century, once prosperous mill communities throughout New England have struggled
to adapt to ever-changing societal, cultural, and economic conditions. This project explores an
architectural intervention for Fitchburg’s Rollstone Hill neighborhood, which seeks to reverse this trend
by deploying a design strategy that begins with repurposing a 60,000 square foot mill. This strategy
focuses on utilizing the fundamental and existing components of these planned communities—people,
infrastructure, and economics—to cultivate the design and the relationships necessary to reconnect this
neighborhood to the modern world.
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INTRODUCTION
Driving through Fitchburg and its surrounding neighborhoods they are impossible to miss,
abandoned mill buildings, faded hulks of an era gone by. Over time they had become part of the
landscape, as much as a pasture or a forest might be to a more northern New Englander. Most residents
barely gave them a second glance. However, as I grew and became interested in architecture, they stood
out more and more to me. I wondered why such beautiful structures, once full of such purpose, once such
backbones of the community, were now left neglected and abandoned.
As I approached this thesis project I naturally gravitated towards examining the adaptive reuse of
these former mill buildings. I asked myself how can architecture revitalize a distressed New England mill
community in a meaningful and sustainable way? Throughout the thesis process, it has been my intention
to formulate a design approach that will seek answers to this question, keeping the concept of
preservation at a forefront and honoring the cultural achievements of previous generations.
However, I was also very focused in on assuring that my vision met the needs of the community.
Fitchburg is predominantly a working class community and therefore, my program is mixed use:
combining residential, commercial and educational spaces. I believe by combining these spaces in one
building it will help develop a microcommunity reflective of Fitchburg as a whole. As manufacturing
forces left, there has been a lack of upward economic opportunity. I understand it is impossible to
revitalize an entire community through one building but I hope my vision will be a catalyst to spark other
future redevelopment.
My design is driven by three principles that use architecture to help repurpose mill buildings in
Fitchburg and the neighborhoods that surround them. The overarching principle is the idea of Clock
Building, Not Time Telling. This concept embraces having a design focus that looks past short term needs
and instead looks to the long term. Secondly, in my design I employ an Inside-Out model. At its most
basic, this principle links to the idea that design should be more driven by the needs of the community
than short term economic gains. Many developers first draw on market research and base design plans on
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market assessment in order to maximize profits. My approach seeks to measure the pulse of a community
and design economically viable programs that take community wants and needs into consideration.
The final principle in my design is called Yours, Mine, and Ours. In this concept “Yours” is the
typical interaction a community member has in any redevelopment project; for instance a tenant/landlord
relationship. “Mine” stands for individuals having an ownership stake or vested interest in one component
of the program such as a business person owning a retail space. Finally, “Ours” is about breaking down
the barriers that separate “Yours” and “Mine” and creating spaces that force disparate programs to
interact with each other, establishing new relationships.
For my design project I focused in on a 60,000 square foot mill building located in the Rollstone
Hill neighborhood of Fitchburg, Massachusetts. This mill was built in the early 20th century as textile
manufacturing facility, notably being the first structural steel building in Fitchburg. It currently consists
of a millwork shop with the remainder of the building being underused. With so much of the building
currently being underutilized it gave me the perfect opportunity to implement a mixed use program. In my
design, I incorporated traditional residential and commercial spaces but also implemented a heavy
programmatic emphasis on vocational spaces that serve to engage and provide opportunity for the
immediately surrounding community. I firmly believe that my design vision, coupled with extensive
research and personal knowledge, has served to create a viable and sustainable model for future
redevelopment.
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CHAPTER 1
CONTRASTING LANDSCAPES: FROM FARMS TO FACTORIES
1.1 Introduction
"In the nineteenth century, saws and axes made in
New England cleared the forests of Ohio;
New England ploughs broke the prairie sod,
New England scales weighed wheat and meat in Texas;
New England serge clothed businessmen in San Francisco;
New England cutlery skinned hides to be tanned in Milwaukee and sliced apples to be dried in Missouri;
New England whale oil lit lamps across the continent;
New England blankets warmed children by night and
New England textbooks preached at them by day;
New England guns armed the troops; and
New England dies, lathes, looms, forges, presses and screwdrivers outfitted factories far and wide."
– Jane Jacobs, The Economy of Cities (Jacobs)
The story of the New England mill city begins long before capitalists dreamed of creating the
world’s first company town. It begins with the foundations of the United States which lay in the land.
And it begins with an agrarian society dependent on self-sustainability and barter. However, with the
Industrial Revolution society changed irrevocably.
Before one is able to fully understand the current state of Fitchburg or myriad other mill towns, it
is important to understand the historic origins of New England mill towns. These communities share a
heritage unique to themselves. Unlike all cities and towns formed before them, these towns were planned
by corporations to manufacture goods for the sole purpose of financial gains, establishing what is now
known as a company town or mill village.
These once agrarian towns and villages—which, for generations, were self-reliant from much of
the outside world—witnessed a physical, economic and social change that made them almost entirely
reliant on the national and global economy. As economic conditions changed, the corporations that ran
these towns shifted their interests and operations away from these towns just as swiftly as they moved in.
The result was, and is, an economic vacuum that has caused generations of socioeconomic struggles for
the people of these towns and an abundance of decaying infrastructure. Although some of these
communities have seen resurgence in recent years, many have not.
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These communities did not follow the gradual growth pattern of most cities and towns, in which
individuals with different skill sets together created a self-sustaining model that became a more developed
and complex system over time. In contrast, these now struggling locales were created by corporations
because of specific geographic conditions that supported the needs of the corporation. They were highly
organized and planned to create economic efficiencies that supported production and generated profit.
The success of this patriarchal system was dependent on rapid establishment of the services needed to
support its labor force, which were completely dependent on the corporation.
As time passed and economic conditions changed, many of these corporations abandoned the
communities they established and moved to locations that provided non-unionized, inexpensive labor, and
proximity to raw materials. Frequently, the best and brightest employees were compensated to move to
the company’s new place of business and auxiliary businesses faded away as their services were no longer
needed to support the mill’s operations.
With the decline and closure of the mills, the identity of these communities became tested. No
longer were they known for the products that they created and shipped across the world. Furthermore,
they could no longer depend on the mill corporation as the central economic hub of the community. This,
in turn, led to declining populations as workers left in search of employment elsewhere. Properties
became vacant and contributed to a rise of social problems for those who remained in the community.
For instance, in many mill towns, a declining population opened up a large number of rental
vacancies. This increase of vacancies led to many landlords reducing prices in order to attract tenants
from other locales. This lowering of prices led to a lower income, less educated population moving into
these rentals. In turn, this contributed to the rise of social problems that communities like Fitchburg,
Holyoke and Lawrence have faced for much of the 20th century.
While some New England mill communities, notably Lowell, Massachusetts and Manchester,
New Hampshire, have seen a resurgence of economic and cultural growth, other communities have yet to
find their modern identities. In my work I have focused on mill communities that have yet to experience
an upswing in economic growth. While these communities are experiencing continued socio-economic
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troubles, a solid infrastructure does exist and a determined citizenry is eager for change. Furthermore, the
original engineering and construction of the mill’s infrastructure was so robust that, even after
experiencing long periods of neglect, it still remains structurally sound and viable for redevelopment.
Finally, permeating these communities is a cultural vibrancy which can be embraced to create new
identities to fit our current times.
Through careful studies of the history of mill towns and how they evolved—from agrarian
communities, to industrialized economic powerhouses, and to towns in decline—the path forward to help
revitalize these communities becomes clear . It is evident that before attempting to repurpose these mill
buildings, an understanding of their history is needed to bring context to design decisions. And to begin,
one must start at the foundations of our country and the land that shapes it.
6, 289 feet above sea level—from those
snow capped heights are where most of New
England’s mill towns originate. Snowmelt turns
into streams and small rivers, which feed the
Merrimack watershed. The watershed flows
south and then west as it branches off into the
Souhegan and Nashua Rivers, which then wind
northeast until it reaches the coast and empties
into the Atlantic. The flow of the rivers and
their tributaries are the flow of prosperity.
Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill, Fitchburg,

Fitchburg

Manchester, Nashua. All these names roll off
the tongue as they were put on the map by and
large by the flow of the river. Yet they did not

Figure 1: Merrimack River watershed (Kmusser)

start as mill towns, and it serves to look at their
beginnings and geographical layout.
5

What most mill towns have in common is a special mixture of topography. They must, of course,
be situated on a major river with adequate flow and head height. This condition arises when the town is
located in a valley or at a lower elevation than the originating point of the river. New England has a large
concentration of these very topographical conditions.
Yet such topography is not enough to create the economic powerhouses these mill towns became
in their heyday. Located close to the major port of Boston, their products could be shipped across the
world. Furthermore, an established rail system led to quick transport of raw goods into the factory and
finished product out. In short, at the time period of their creation, these mill communities were given
every opportunity for success because of their topographical profile and geographical location.
However, these were not the first mills on
the Merrimack, Connecticut or Blackstone Rivers.
Water-powered mills have been a part of New
England’s history since the first settlers arrived in
the New World. These water-powered mills housed
simple machinery designed to perform simple tasks.
The creek, stream, river, or sluiceway that ran
alongside the mill turned a waterwheel, which
turned the waterwheel’s shaft. The rotation of the
shaft powered the pulleys, gears and other simple
machinery necessary to perform the particular tasks
of the mill. At that time, it was not uncommon for a
mill to perform a single task, like turn a stone to
make grain or spin a saw blade to make lumber.
These older mills were most commonly

Figure 2: Early American gristmill (Zimiles and
Zimiles)

wood structures built with lumber milled within the
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community or hand hewn from the mill site itself. Masonry mills were uncommon at this time. The cold
New England winters and constant vibrations from the water powered machinery impacted the
construction of these mills. Deep, heavy foundations were necessary to both prevent frost heaves and help
transfer vibrations from the wood structure. Heavy timber construction was the preferred building
method. The heavy timber members coupled with mortise and tenon connections prevented these
structures from failing from the constant vibrations and harsh winters (Jackson).
There were many issues that plagued these mills but one of the most impactful was that mill
production was at the mercy of the water. For instance low water flow due to droughts could easily
cripple a small mill. On the other hand, flooding and high water levels could also negatively impact these
mills. High water levels were detrimental to these early mills as most did not have levees or dams to
restrict the flow of water and protect valuable equipment.
Unpredictable conditions in water flow could also cripple these early mills. For instance, water
flow in the river could be high but demand for the product that the mill produced could be low. Or vice
versa, the flow in the river could be so low that the mill could not operate when demand for the mill’s
product was at its highest.
Finally, as these communities started to grow, more and more mills sprang up along the rivers.
This affected the water flow and production of mills already built downstream. This led to protracted and
heated battles over water rights on the river.

1.2 Agrarian Life
These water-powered mills served as an
integral piece of the micro-economy that made up
each individual village. Each village may have had
several mills that performed specific services that
benefited the community as a whole and it was
Figure 3: Stony Brook Gristmill (c.1873) Brewster, MA (by
Author)
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common for mill owners to barter with other villagers in exchange for goods and services. Mill villages at
this time were agrarian, self-sufficient communities that could function well without much interaction
from outside cities and towns. The national and global economy had little to no impact on these towns as
they operated in their own autonomous economic bubble.

1.3 Industrial Revolution: England to New England
To understand New England’s vast industrial mill complex, one must start in the mid 1800’s
across the Atlantic in England with one man, Richard Arkwright. Arkwright was able to mechanize the
process of textile manufacturing which represented the first mass produced product. The ability to mass
produce textiles was a closely guarded secret. Because it had sparked an industrial revolution in England,
it was the envy of the world. For a number of years, other businessmen tried to discover Arkwright’s
system to no avail. They utilized bribes and industrial spies but could not fully figure out the system.
Samuel Slater, one of Arkwright’s associates, emigrated to the United States and revealed his knowledge
of Arkwright’s methods. Working with other businessmen, he used this knowledge to form one of the
first mechanized textile mills in the United States known as Slatersville. Many consider this to be the first
successful company town. Others had tried before Slater but had ultimately failed.

1.4 The Slater System
The Slater System style of mill
community acknowledged the human
element of a worker. Slater System mills
were smaller village-style communities
that tended to be more family-oriented.
While profit was the driving force behind
every mill town, this style allowed a better
Figure 4: Slater Mill (c.1886-1900) (Library of Congress)
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quality of life with more decent living conditions for workers. For example, buildings were designed with
the well-being of the worker in mind, including a pleasurable experience outside of work. Furthermore,
owners of this type of mill system were directly involved with the day-to-day life of the community, often
living in the town themselves. A Slater System also relied on those not directly employed at the mill to
support the mill by processing raw materials that could not yet be automated with technology. Finally the
Slater System, by its very nature, could very readily adapt their products to the needs of the consumer and
their clients. This invariably led to a diversity of products offered.

1.5 The Waltham System

“And this is good old Boston,
The home of the bean and the cod,
Where the Lowells talk only to Cabots,
And the Cabots talk only to God.”
– John Collins Bossidy, Boston Toast (Bossidy)

In opposition to the ideas behind Slatersville was the Waltham System, a mill system designed
purely for commercial profit by Francis Cabot Lowell. In England, Lowell observed how the industrial
revolution was thriving. He was impressed by the structure and efficacy of English companies and
implemented their management methods. He formed the Boston Manufacturing Company (BMC) with
his fellow businessmen in the Boston Associates. The BMC built a mill city in Waltham similar to those
Lowell had observed in England (Temin).
The BMC was unique as it was the first modern corporation that was run by shareholders. These
shareholders put up the investment required to build a robust mill city. In turn they expected return on
their investment and this requirement drove the philosophy of the Waltham System.
Inherent in this structure is that the owners of this corporation have little to no knowledge of the
day-to-day running of the mill. They provided the capital and hired others to implement their plan. Once
the mill city was built, they employed people to oversee and manage the city on their behalf. Since they
controlled the city itself, they made money on all facets of the city. For instance, they made money by
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owning the power company for the city, by running factory stores which sold goods to workers, and by
renting housing to their employees.
In the early years, aside from management and administration, the primary workforce was
recruited from New England farms, specifically the young daughters. They promised the farmers a high
quality life for their daughters, including education, social refinement skills and training for a specific job.
In most cases, this was true.
Originally, the Waltham System did not have the means or method to create high quality
products. They made the conscious decision to produce coarse fabric as it was the most profitable at the
time. What’s more, they had a very small product line as this maximized profits. Anything that would
complicate the manufacturing process and cut into profits was not produced.

Figure 5: Comparison of the two mill systems: Rhode Island (Slater) and Waltham (Dunwell)
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1.6 Decline of New England Mill Cities
Although the Waltham and Slater Systems
were initially very profitable, over time economic
conditions shifted and these mills, as they were
constructed, began to decline. In turn, these
conditions directly led to the decline of the cities they
were founded in. There were three main factors that
directly led to this decline: technological
improvements, access to raw materials via new trade
routes, and labor relations.
As time passed, technology improved. For
instance, hydroelectric power gradually became

Figure 6: New South Editorial Cartoon (Dalrymple)

obsolete as power sources moved from water to steam to coal and then to electricity. It was apparent that
relying on the mercy of rivers and water carried too much risk. Secondly, there was significant investment
in the railroad system from the government and private entities. Specifically, investment was made
linking these mill cities to the raw materials they needed and to distribution centers in cities such as
Boston and Hartford. As rail system technology became more efficient, it became financially viable to
build new mill cities in the southern half of the United States closer to the raw materials. This contributed
to the eventual closure of mills in the New England area.
Finally, much of the machinery in the mills became fully automated. Therefore, there was much
less need for skilled workers. Secondly, there was an influx of European immigrants looking for work.
These immigrants did not expect to be paid a high wage, and they accepted long work hours and poor
conditions. Even though many did not speak English, the tasks they needed to perform were simple
enough that a language barrier was not an insurmountable obstacle.
All of these factors led to the Waltham System corporations exploiting their workers. Profits were
of paramount importance with little concern for regulation of working conditions and workers’ rights.
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Management and administration gave
little empathy to the workers they
oversaw as there was a steady stream
of cheap labor if a worker was unable
to perform his or her job.
The final blow for New
England mill cities happened in the
early part of the 20th century when
workers began to organize in an effort

Figure 8: Children working in textile mill (Hine)

to improve working conditions.
Eventually they went on strike and
formed unions. Once workers in the
Northeast took this step, the mill
owners moved nearly all of their
manufacturing operations to Southern
factories where there was almost no
union presence.
Figure 7 Textile workers on strike, Lawrence, MA c.1912 (Bain
News Service)

1.7 The Vacuum Effect
After the mill companies left, a vacuum effect was created. These mill communities were built
around the mills and naturally, without the mills providing economic opportunity, these cities began to
enter a steep decline. This decline was primarily economic in nature but also branched out into social and
quality of life concerns. For instance, workers who had a specific non-marketable skill set were no longer
employable in their field as it did not exist anymore anywhere in the region. Some workers did follow the
mill companies southward. However, these were workers who were more valuable to the companies as a
whole.
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For several decades following the closure of mills, most cities that were former mill towns
remained stagnant. Mills remained vacant or significantly underused. Furthermore, rental prices remained
depressed. In addition, because of a “brain drain,” there was no impetus on the part of civic leaders to
revitalize these properties.
Some mill communities were affected more than others. This could depend on several factors. For
instance, the former mill town of Waltham bounced back more quickly than other cities. This is based on
many factors but a primary one is geographical. Waltham is located on the 128/95 corridor roughly
thirteen miles from the prosperous city of Boston. As the decades progressed, Waltham reinvented itself,
latching onto the burgeoning high tech growth of the late 80’s and early 90’s.
In contrast is a mill city such as Fitchburg which is still struggling to recover the boom times it
experienced in its heyday. Fitchburg had a small revitalization when General Electric opened a major
manufacturing facility in the mid 20th century. However, the city of Fitchburg is a cautionary tale because
once the plant closed, problems once again emerged. Unlike Waltham, Fitchburg’s reemergence
depended on a manufacturing base rather than developing emerging technology for new growth.
Secondly, Fitchburg does not have the close proximity to Boston that Waltham does. Unlike Waltham, it
does not have a major feeder highway. In fact, downtown Fitchburg is 15 minutes or more from Route 2
(which feeds into the highway system). This distance is not conducive to business development. As a
result, the region’s economic center shifted to Leominster where its manufacturing center is easily
accessible to both the rail and highway.
The struggle that Fitchburg and many other mill communities are experiencing today is evident
even to the casual observer. Negative conditions have persisted for so long that Fitchburg has developed a
troubling reputation that extends far beyond its city limits. In recent years, the city has seen a number of
improvements including a new high school, growth of Fitchburg State University, and expansion of the
Fitchburg-Boston commuter rail service. Politicians, business leaders, and citizens have worked diligently
to make these things happen. Even with these investments, the city’s economic growth has remained
stagnant.
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Having a strong family connection to the once prosperous Fitchburg, it is difficult to witness
these massive investments to improving the conditions of the city yield negligible results. Many times, the
structures are aesthetically beautiful, but there remains a disconnect between these structures and
improving the daily lives of the residents. I believe that the fundamental flaw of these projects is their
inability to truly engage people and the community at-large. The ultimate goal of my thesis project is to
use architecture to help create a unified Fitchburg that withstands the test of time.
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CHAPTER 2
GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE DESIGN PROCESS
2.1 Introduction
How can architecture have a positive effect on changing the lives of people living in this
community? Over the years, I have had the experience of working on many adaptive reuse projects on
mill buildings. It was obvious that the developer and the architect made little or no effort to make a direct
connection with people in the community. It is my observation that this is the missing link that prevented
these projects from being as successful as they could have been. I believe that if certain guiding principles
are used, architecture can better improve the lives of people in communities.
Clock Building, Not Time Telling is a term taken from Collins and Porras’ book Built to Last.
Built to Last is a research-based book that examines and compares the fundamental differences between
visionary corporations and their less successful counterparts. The term Clock Building, Not Time Telling
refers to how visionary companies have guiding principles and core values that have allowed them to stay
dominant in their business through the test of time. By comparison, their counterparts lacked these same
clear principles and values and, as a result, they have not fared as well. Philosophically, I believe that the
most successful ventures are driven by clear vision rather than a good idea. In the case of Fitchburg, this
clear vision and adherence to these guiding principles will allow for a design that responds to the people,
social context, and community.
The three guiding principles are Inside-Out; Yours, Mine, and Ours; and Clock Building, Not
Time Telling. Inside-Out is a design approach that uses historical context to connect the mill building to
the modern world. Yours, Mine, and Ours defines the relationships within the building to establish a sense
of community. Clock Building, Not Time Telling guides the design so that the building can evolve to
meet future needs. My intention is to create design programs that embrace the ‘inside’ of Fitchburg’s
current troubled state, yet strive to alter the current negative sentiment toward one that’s aligned with the
‘outside’ world. It strives to break down the barriers that keep many community members from realizing
social and economic progress via education and training.
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2.2 Inside-Out: Reestablishing Connections through Mill History
My Inside-Out approach seeks to reconnect the mill building to the global economy through a
reverse of the process in which it was built. My intention is to create a revised version of the Slater
System where residents can better themselves and improve their community while creating upward
economic mobility. Financial resources are used to create a micro-community through which residents
can better themselves, instead of becoming displaced when a more traditional approach is employed. The
approach is informed by its current parts and surroundings as opposed to a “build it and they will come”
mentality.
This mill was originally created within a Waltham-style system, where a well-connected
industrialist built a factory to produce a product to be distributed globally as a means toward significant
financial gain. They hired surveyors to seek a geographic location where factories could be built to run by
hydro-power. The infrastructure was built, along with surrounding services necessary to support the
factory, such as worker housing, churches, schools, stores and recreational areas. Workers were recruited
to manufacture and distribute their product to the world. This system is not at all dissimilar to the
commonly used system today where a wealthy developer employs people to find a property in which to
invest and develop in a way to maximize profits.
This type of system today commonly leads to gentrification through which developers exploit the
creative class thinking that they may be attracted to areas where prices are low to sell their creative
services. In turn, such areas can rapidly see an increase in other services such as restaurants, coffee shops
and book stores that new residents and more affluent people patronize while seeking the creative services
located in that area (Florida). While this type of gentrification may be successful in some areas, I do not
believe it would be suitable to the context of Fitchburg. A creative community could certainly be fostered
and benefit from rise in services, but it is unlikely that a more young, educated population would be
drawn to Fitchburg to support this creative movement due to the sheer distance and lack of access to
convenient transportation to the area.
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My belief is that in order for Fitchburg to see meaningful growth through development, projects
must be honest about Fitchburg, the fact that it is a blue-collar, working class town, and embrace this
population through programs and services that seek to support the city’s residents. Like a gentrification
model which commonly embraces the creative class, this model embraces the working class by
establishing services that train the workforce, becoming modern-day skilled workers. Similar to the
historic Slater System, a key component to the success of this model lies in the training and development
of specialized, highly-skilled workers. This task is reasonable given the infrastructure that already exists
because of the history of manufacturing and the existing educational facilities in the area. The local
vocational high school, the community college and the university currently offer cutting-edge programs in
the field of renewable energy through green technologies. An opportunity exists to partner with these
programs and other manufacturers of green technologies where the local workforce can be trained in these
specialized fields. Embracing renewable technologies brings the mill full-circle to its roots in renewable
energy.
In my thesis project I applied this Inside-Out design approach. For this adaptive reuse project to
be successful, a reconnection must be made, starting with the mill building itself connecting to the local
community and spreading outwards from there. With this approach, it is critical for the owner/owner’s
agent to have a vested interest in the community for the long term, not just to renovate and move onto the
next project. Just like the Slater System where the owner of the mill lived in the mill village alongside his
workers, it is important for the owner to have a daily presence to build a rapport with those that live in the
immediately surrounding areas.
The redevelopment process begins with making modest improvements to the building to beautify
the space—cutting the grass and overgrown trees, fixing broken windows, removing graffiti—signifying
that the abandoned building is back in use and that there is a change taking place. This is a significant first
step because, over the years, residents have been jaded by false rumors of redevelopment that have never
yielded real results. In this case, small gestures and a strong presence can make a big difference. While
the development plan is being finalized, active engagement with the community should begin with hopes
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that word will spread through curiosity of neighbors who hold valuable information leading to a better
understanding of the neighborhood. This information can be used to drive design and development of the
mill. In the case of my thesis project, it became quickly apparent through engaging with the community
and simple observation that residents were jumping large fences, cutting through the project site, to save
time when accessing a recreational field located a short distance from the mill itself. This information was
used to design a circulation path that draws pedestrians from Rollstone Street through the mill building
and out onto Broad Street. This serves two functions—allowing pedestrians a “shortcut” to get to Crocker
Field while engaging with the building in a meaningful way.

Figure 9: Rollstone Street, Broad Street shortcut (by Author)
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As the physical repurposing of the building continues, the information gained from the
community can continue to inform design decisions. In the instance of my thesis project, the program of
the building includes training and vocational spaces where relatively unskilled workers can become
highly skilled. Through partnerships within that field and support services located in the building, the
hope is that entrepreneurship is promoted and those trained can start small businesses that can support the
budding renewable energy industry in Fitchburg. Just like a family may have processed cotton or spun
thread to support the local textile mills in the Slater System, the hope is that new businesses will pop up
that install solar panels or provide maintenance on wind turbines, therefore supporting the renewable
energy industry and building the local economy.
The goal is to then weave the mill building back into the fabric of larger surrounding
neighborhood to recreate the “village” seen in the Slater System. Services such as churches, housing,
schools and stores, all of the components that make up a proper mill village, exist but over the years
they’ve grown apart. In my thesis project, I attempt to link these components back together in the master
plan of the site surrounding the building. A new green space infills the vacant space that separates these
services. The final phase is to reconnect the “village” back to the modern economy. Just as industrialist
once sought out Fitchburg for its geographic conditions, it is possible to recreate this once prosperous
manufacturing town through the Inside-Out Approach. With a skilled specialized workforce and
rejuvenated infrastructure, companies will find Fitchburg attractive and shift their manufacturing
operations back to these now vacant mills.

2.3 Yours, Mine, Ours: Program Organization
Yours, Mine, Ours is about using architecture to create conditions through which organic
relationships can be grown that build a sense of community. Architecture itself will not be the reason a
city like Fitchburg will break the cycle it has endured for generations, it shall be the will of the people
who bring about meaningful change. However, architecture can be the catalyst that helps locals imagine a
more integrated community with few cultural barriers and a unified sense of purpose.
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The concept behind Yours, Mine, Ours is to simultaneously create spaces that are clearly defined
and ones that are clearly undefined, or blurred. “Yours” refers to a relationship in which another person
has more power or control over how that relationship is structured. The individual or group has no
ownership or authority over the space. An example would be a patron or visitor who is a guest in someone
else’s home. That visitor may benefit from the space, but rules or restrictions are placed on how and when
the space can be used. The individuals that control the “yours” space have the ability to manipulate how
you experience that space. Consciously or subconsciously, when a person enters a relationship that is a
“yours” space, there is an element of vulnerability which can only be lessened through the space
becoming more familiar.
“Mine” is the inverse of this relationship in which the perspective changes and an individual
assumes the power or authority to control how another experiences the space. An example of a “mine”
space would be one that you own, and therefore, have authority over.
One of the problems with a community like Fitchburg is that many residents have few
experiences of the “mine” variety. They may feel disenfranchised, but like everyone, want to have an
ownership stake. You can’t just solve the problem by giving people property to create a sense of “mine”.
It must be earned through the development of social capital. The intent is to create “ours” spaces where
residents feel a sense of “mine”. As one interacts with the space, over time, the balance of power becomes
equalized to the point where the individual feels like they belong and are a contributor with a vested
stake. “Ours” spaces are not designed by the architect, but can be encouraged through design decisions.
The design decisions that may be employed to create these spaces involve defining edges and
thresholds that create boundaries that define programmatic spaces such as residential units, commercial
space and vocational space. This brings meaningful organization to typical “yours” and “mine” spaces
that are clearly defined and simple to navigate to all that engage with the building. The opportunity for
“ours” lies in blurring programmatic boundaries which creates interstitial spaces in an attempt to merge
otherwise separate programs.
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The design of the atrium is the generating force behind creating the “ours” spaces, which will in
turn, foster the development of a proper sense of community. The atrium itself occupies the center third of
the building and begins at the second floor level and extends up through the roof. The exterior is designed
in a way to be welcoming to residents who live on Rollstone Hill and have a visible presence downtown.
Rollstone Street is connected to the atrium via a footbridge that draws pedestrians off of the street and
engages them with the building itself. Sections of the atrium are exposed to the elements, blurring the
lines between inside and outside, and public and private. This entices community members to engage with
the building and explore spaces they normally wouldn’t. Once you’re inside the five-story atrium, from
one single spot in the base, all of the building’s programs are exposed along with the inner organization of
the building. This blurring is further achieved through sensory experiences that all come together within
the atrium. There are windows opening up programs that allow you to see inside the residential and
vocational space and experience the inner-workings of these programs. You can hear people in the pub
laughing over dinner, see a meeting taking place in the business incubator space and feel vibrations from
the machinery in the manufacturing incubator space. By passively experiencing these vignettes, over time,
barriers of intimidation are broken down and visitors are more likely to engage with unfamiliar spaces. In
turn, the “ours” spaces are created, leading to a buildup of social capital and establishing a cultural
identity for the neighborhood. The design intent is that this blended identity will help carry it through to
more prosperous times.

2.4 Clock Building: Building for the Future
The idea behind Clock Building is to design in such a way that will allow the building to be
flexible to grow and adapt over time. Stewart Brand’s How Buildings Learn is about designing a building
that, like visionary companies, is forward-thinking. At the core of this design approach is recognition that
certain aspects of a building have relative permanence, while other must adapt and evolve with current
times. In the context of Fitchburg, mills are slow, slumbering structures that need to be awakened. Once
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awakened, they can be designed to rapidly, flexibly and economically adjust to market conditions. A
building can be designed to be forward-thinking by applying Brand’s concepts of Flow, Shearing Layers,
Scenario Planning and Simple Complexity.

2.4.1 Flow
Flow is a measure of the external forces that affect the design of a building, both at the time of the
original design and over its lifetime. The architect breaks these forces into the concepts of slow flow
versus fast flow. Slow flow forces are based in tradition, history and other elements that happen
gradually. An example of this type of flow could be a neighborhood’s shift from residential to
commercial through the gradual influence of economic and social pressures. This shift is an aggregate of
many small changes that, in isolation, don’t appear to be a directional change at all. Only time and
perspective give definition to the rate and significance of this change. In contrast, fast flows can be
categorized as those forces that can easily affect the aesthetics, usage, and the perception of the building.
These forces can happen through a single act, as a result of a fad or fashion, or through occupant turnover.
An example of fast turnover could be someone buying a new residence and updating the landscaping and
changing the interior design. In a matter of months, this dramatically changes the building, which has an
influence on the surrounding context through this modification.
Brand argues that by and large, buildings are not designed to adapt and account for changes in
flow, but should be. Since buildings are permanent structures and because these forces exist, there will
always be a need to update the structures. The flow and forces are a byproduct of external socioeconomic
forces that create different types of necessary change to keep pace with the changing world. This is
precisely the problem with many mill communities. They were built for a certain purpose at the turn of
the 20th century. When the external forces rendered them obsolete, they failed to adapt, creating a
downward spiral that caused the buildings to become more and more underused.
The challenge with repurposing a mill building is accounting for fast flows. The inherent design
of mill buildings allows them to withstand changes in slow flows, but inherent in that same design is a
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rigidness that prevents adaptability to fast flows. My design accounts for fast flows through programmatic
decisions that adapt to the main space of the atrium, over which the community has a strong influence—
how it is used and changed over relatively short periods of time. For example, the atrium contains a
performance space accessible to local groups that can be modified to accommodate the needs of different
performers. Kiosks are available for rent in the atrium for community members to sell products or
services. These programs are less permanent and change frequently over time.

2.4.2 Shearing Layers
Brand argues that a design approach to help
prepare for changes in flow is to think of buildings
as having Shearing Layers which allow the building
to adapt. He argues that “an adaptive building has to
allow slippage between the differently-paced
systems of Site, Structure, Skin, Services, Space
Plan, and Stuff. Otherwise the slow systems block
the flow of the quick ones” (Stewart). And if quick
flows are blocked then the structure will lose

Figure 10: Brand's Shearing Layers diagram (Stewart)

economic value, usability and appeal. Ultimately, those things could lead to the abandonment or
demolition of the structure. And in the case of mill communities, this results in a deterioration of the
social fabric surrounding these structures.
It’s best to think of a building in terms of Shearing Layers when designing because it allows the
building to accommodate for the unknown changes in flow, hoping to make it more adaptable for future
use. This process begins by thinking of the eternal permanence of site, and the relative permanence of a
building’s structure within the site. In addition, the structure needs to be able to accept changes to itself
and also accommodate changes to the skin, services and all interior demands. Thinking about all of these
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layers throughout the design process, their relationship to each other, and their ability to adapt to changes
in flow, results in a building that is better prepared to adapt for the future.
The concept of Shearing Layers was employed in the design of this project by taking advantage
of the existing structural system. The building contains a robust structural system with vast expanses
between structural members. My design proposes to break up the grid system into groups of four
structural bays so that systems are vertically concentrated around the column that connects all four bays.
This way, each bay can act as an independent node and services can be connected to it, or removed from
it, with minimal disruption. The concentration of services using this approach opens up larger expanses of
space to use as the design and program sees fit. This approach also makes it much easier and less costly to
maintain and update these services over time (Collins and Porras), (Kieran).

2.4.3 Scenario Planning
Brand’s ideas around Scenario Planning also contribute to the idea of Clock Building. He
suggests using Scenario Planning as a tool to design for adaptability. This involves running through
different scenarios to determine the true programmatic and design needs for the structure. Brand believes
that by role playing through a variety of probable to improbable scenarios, the design team is more
accurately able to hone in on the current need but also prepare for potential changes. Once these needs
have been assessed, they can be an important tool in designing the structure and, in particular, each of the
shearing layers.
In the case of my thesis project in Fitchburg, this involves planning programming around the
specific needs of this city. Scenario Planning involved asking the question: What programs should be put
in place that will bring about positive lasting change for this neighborhood? I’ve concluded that the
community would be best served by returning back to its manufacturing roots. This conclusion is based
on a lifetime of experiences gathered while growing up around Fitchburg. My ancestors inhabited this
city since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. I’ve heard generations of stories about life in
Fitchburg during its heyday, and the tough times that followed as the city experienced economic decline.
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I spent nearly a decade working for a manufacturing company in the neighborhood where my thesis site is
located. These experiences give me a solid understanding of the milieu of the city and the mentality of
the people that yearns to improve the current economic condition through hard work.
In order for this to happen, the population needs to be trained in a specific manufacturing-based
discipline. As of now, the discipline that offers the most amount of opportunity is the renewable energy
industry. Based on those assumptions, the program of my project is developed around supporting
renewable energy-related manufacturing. This resulted in including programs such the vocational training
space and business incubator space. In addition, the atrium is designed in such a way that it is aligned
with the corridor of the abutting building. This allows for future development should this project grow to
that point.

2.4.4 Simple Complexity
Related to Brand’s ideas are the ideas in “Evolving an Environmental Aesthetic” by Stephen
Kieran. He discusses how the world has evolved with increasing complexity and he argues that it needs to
simplify through the lessons of nature. He begins by discussing the article, “Letter from Iowa,” which
describes the evolution of the hog industry and how its constant technological achievements have resulted
in increasing complexity. He uses this example to symbolize the idea that complexity leads to further
complexity and spawns additional problems. While the world gets increasingly complex, it results in the
need for an equal amount of solutions. Kieran suggests that to be true to ‘nature’ one must first approach a
solution to a problem with the aim to simplify or subtract rather than add to the flawed system.
These ideas can be applied to the discipline of architecture in that design and building practices
have followed a similar pattern. For example, as technology improves, mechanical systems become ever
more complicated. Ultimately it results in a more complex system to maintain. More often than not, these
solutions are additive and don’t improve the aesthetic. This relates to my thesis project in the way that the
current world of construction and development has become unnecessarily complex with large numbers of
trades, contracts and expert consultants. The abundance of layers of complexity creates a large amount of
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inefficiency which can be reduced through the design process. The need for simplification is of particular
importance when it comes to designing building systems—especially technology based systems like
HVAC, electrical, and plumbing. Without exception, these systems have become the most complicated,
expensive and high-maintenance building components. Ultimately, these technologies become obsolete in
a relatively short period of time. While these systems are necessary, it is important to limit them as much
as possible by introducing low-maintenance alternatives. A perfect example in this case is using passive
heating and cooling to augment these systems. This relates back to the Clock Building principle because it
limits the building’s exposure to fast flows and brings some components from systems to structure,
therefore closer to a permanent layer.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN PROJECT
3.1.1 Fitchburg
Fitchburg is located north central
Massachusetts and is the second hilliest city in
America. These hills and valleys fed the
Nashua River and the economic growth that
morphed the city from a small farming village
to a world-renowned manufacturing city.
Fitchburg was incorporated in 1764,

Figure 11: State map showing Fitchburg's location (Wikipedia)

and at the time, consisted of mainly farmland. “Agricultural families produced most of what they required
at home, but a sawmill, gristmill and likely a textile mill run by the Kimball family provided the
additional things a subsistence family needed” (O'Connor). These early mills were powered by the
Nashua River. As the nation matured and the Industrial Revolution began to take hold, Fitchburg began to
experience rapid growth along the Nashua. Disruption to the water power supply resulted in a need for
early mill owners to take action. “Industrialists got together and formed the Nashua River Reservoir Co.
in 1842. They built dams along the Nashua and its tributaries, forming a series of mill ponds” (O'Connor).
After the investment and build-up of
hydropower infrastructure, the city became
more attractive to other industrialists to set up
operations there. This ushered in a “golden
age in the second half of the 19th century. The
city’s population grew six fold, from 5,120 in
1850 to over 31,000 in 1900. At the end of
the century, 97 passenger trains were pulling

Figure 12: Early Grist Mill c.1755 (Early Grist Mill)
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into the Union Depot on Main Street every day. Across
the country, Americans considered “Made in
Fitchburg” a mark of excellence” (Fitchburg Historical
Society).
Eventually the city outgrew the pure
hydropower of the Nashua and the buildable land along
the banks of the Nashua. Steam power was an
upcoming technology of the time and became a
practical economic alternative. In 1928, industrialists
built the Central Steam Plant to power multiple mills,
but also allowed for the construction of mills off the
banks of the Nashua. Around this time, electricity
started to take hold. Not very long after the completion
Figure 13: Central Steam Plant turbines, 1933 (Foster
Wheeler Corporation)

of the steam power network, it became more costeffective to power the mills with electricity (City of

Fitchburg). This is the time when Fitchburg began to lose its grasp as a manufacturing powerhouse. For
example, “the paper industry, one of the oldest and historically the largest in Fitchburg, had increasingly
chosen to locate its pulp-to-paper mills closer to its northern pulping plants in order to reduce
transportation costs. The erosion of the manufacturing base led to a less prosperous population, which in
turn took its toll on Fitchburg’s commercial sector” (City of Fitchburg). Through the end of the 20th
century, industries steadily left Fitchburg, increasing the number of abandoned mill buildings and
bringing about socioeconomic conditions that reflected the city’s struggling economy.
The economy has remained static since most manufacturers left Fitchburg by the middle half of
the 20th century. Whatever industry that did come to North Central Massachusetts settled in the
neighboring town of Leominster, most notably the plastic industry. The geographic condition that had
helped Fitchburg create economic dominance in the 18th century prevented the city from adapting to the
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vehicular-based economy in the 20th century. By having the manufacturing center isolated from Route 2,
the nearest major highway, Fitchburg has struggled to lure companies to the largely unoccupied mill
building that could easily suite their needs.
Today’s Fitchburg has struggled to re-identify itself in the modern economy. As a result, its
population falls below many of the economic benchmarks that signify a thriving community. In 2013, the
poverty rate of Fitchburg was nearly 75% higher than the state average. The per capita income of
residents in Fitchburg fell at 65% of the state average. At 11.6%, Fitchburg’s unemployment rate is 68%
higher than the state average of 6.9% (United States Census Bureau).

3.1.2 Rollstone Hill
The specific area of Fitchburg
where my thesis site is located is the
neighborhood of Rollstone Hill.
Downtown Fitchburg and the Nashua
River are located at the base of the
hill and define the neighborhoods’
boundaries. Worker housing canvases

Figure 14: 1887 map showing mill pond at northeast base of Rollstone Hill
(U.S. Geological Survey)

the side of the hill, leading down to
the railway, the mill buildings and
Crocker Field, the Nashua River, and
downtown with its related services.
Fitchburg State University and the
Fitchburg-Boston commuter line are
located within a five minute walk of
the thesis site.

Figure 15: Mill pond before infill. Thesis site to left side of photograph
(Parkhill Mill)
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The site of my thesis project occupies land that was once part of a mill pond. As industry in
Fitchburg grew, the downtown land around the Nashua became more desirable and the Crocker family
decided it was worth the expense to canal the Nashua River and infill the pond to create land to build new
factories. The building was built in the 1910s and is believed to be the first structural steel building in the
area. The original use of the mill is unknown, however, shortly after it was built the building exchanged
hands and it is known that ice skates and roller skates were manufactured there up until the 1940s. After
that, the building changed hands again many times for storage-type uses. In the past 10 years, it has been
used as a millwork shop, which occupies about 30% of the building with the remaining space being
largely under-occupied.

Figure 16: Downtown and Rollstone Hill neighborhood (by Author)
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3.1.3 310 Broad Street
The building itself is a four-story, 60,000 square foot structure building with a structural steel
system and solid masonry exterior walls. The northeast elevation shows the front of the building located
on Broad Street. The southeast elevation follows the Rollstone Street bridge, which starts at the third floor
level of the rear of the building and slopes down to the second floor level at the front of the building. The
rear of the building, shown in the Southwest elevation, is defined by the railroad tracks. The northwest
elevation abuts a two-story mill building that currently houses an automotive center and gym. The front of
the building and Broad Street look out over the Nashua River and Crocker Field.

Figure 17: View from downtown looking south (by Author)

Figure 18: View of Broad Street from Rollstone Bridge
(by Author)

Figure 19: Front façade along Broad Street (by Author)

Figure 20: Rear and Rollstone Street façades (by Author)
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3.2 Program
The selection and organization of the program was derived using historical context to create a
micro-community which seeks to reconnect the building and neighborhood to the modern economy. This
process is guided by the principles described in the previous section and the intention of creating a
Slatersville-type community that incorporates elements of live, work, and play. The program includes
eight mixed income residential units with garage parking, a vocational training center with supporting
incubator spaces, commercial fit-out space, a brew pub, and a community center. All of these programs
are connected by and organized through an atrium space that occupies the center third of the building.
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APPENDIX
PRESENTATION BOARDS
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Graduate Thesis Project // Blake Williams / Kathleen Lugosch
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